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a b s t r a c t
Two relevant computational models, one relying on a Level-Set approach, the other one on a Volume-ofFluid tracking procedure with piecewise linear interface reconstruction, are comparatively assessed in
terms of their capability to simulate crystallization of supercooled water. The models are preliminary validated by computing a one-dimensional freezing front propagation for which an analytic solution exists.
Afterwards, the tip velocity of two-dimensional dendrites growing in supercooled water is determined
and compared with corresponding experimental results and theoretical predictions in the range of supercooling between 1 K and 30 K. Present modeling results following closely both the underlying theory and
experimental ﬁndings show very good mutual agreement.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Droplet dynamics problems under extreme boundary conditions play an important role in a number of technical and natural
processes. In the framework of the collaborative research center
SFB-TRR 75 (Droplet Dynamics under Extreme Ambient Conditions) relevant problems are studied in detail (see e.g. a project
overview of Weigand and Tropea [1]). One of the most frequently
encountered freezing processes involving droplets is certainly the
formation of an ice-layer on an aircraft wing during its collision
with supercooled droplets. This and the process of the ice-crystal
growth in clouds are studied in different sub-projects of the SFBTRR 75. For these two fundamentally different applications two
different numerical codes have been used, both based on the ﬁnite
volume method. For the computational study of crystal growth
processes in clouds, the in-house code FS3D (Free Surface 3D)
was chosen, utilizing advantage of an orthogonal Cartesian mesh.
The formation of an ice-layer by drop impact onto an aircraft wing
occurs in a more complex geometrical environment. For such an
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+49 6151164754 (S. Jakirlic´ ).
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application the open source software OpenFOAMÒ was selected.
The two codes use different front tracking methods. In conjunction
with the OpenFOAMÒ code an appropriate Level-Set approach has
been proposed and implemented, whereas the FS3D code beneﬁts
from a Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method with Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC).
Accordingly, the objective of the present work is a comparative
validation of both tools on the basis of some generic conﬁgurations. Two cases of particular interest are the 1-D ice-layer growth
for which an analytic solution was derived [2] and a 2-D case,
where the tip velocity of parabolic-shaped dendrites is validated
along with the experimental data of [3–11]. Furthermore, the predictive performances of the two front capturing methods are
mutually compared. The numerical simulations have been performed under conditions where pure water may retain its liquid
state at temperatures as low as approximately 35 °C before
homogeneous nucleation starts. Correspondingly the water is in a
metastable state. In the case of heterogeneous nucleation, the critical temperature is respectively higher. With the FS3D code the
intention is to perform direct numerical simulations of the entire
relevant scale span characterizing the droplet freezing process. At
the microscale, a nucleation model initiates the ice seed in a potentially deformed liquid droplet; afterwards the phase growth starts
within the droplet on a mesoscale. On the macroscale, the conﬁg-
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urations including droplet–droplet and droplet-ice interactions
will be studied. The droplet-wall interaction, ice-wall interaction
and ice growth at walls as encountered during wing icing will be
studied using the OpenFOAMÒ software. Here the correct capturing
of the hydrodynamics of the supercooled liquid particle approaching the wall and its spreading on the wall is of decisive importance.
The OpenFOAMÒ code enables handling of arbitrarily complex wall
geometries.
A complexity arising from the process of ice seed growing in
liquid water that is cooled down to temperatures below its equilibrium solidiﬁcation temperature is closely connected to an
unstable freezing surface. In this process supercooling acts as
the driving force towards the phase growth; the interface is instable [12–14] and small perturbations at the ice surface lead to a
bump-like expansion of ice propagating into the liquid which
experiences a steeper temperature gradient. This enhances locally
the ice growth and the formation of dendrites. As described in detail in Section 2, this effect is attenuated by the product of surface
tension and the local curvature. For that, an exact representation
of the interface morphology is indispensable. Accordingly, the direct numerical solution of such a process corresponding to the
time-dependent Stefan problem represents a great challenge. An
appropriate front tracking method accounting for the moving solid–liquid interface is required. Over the last decades various
computational models have been applied for the simulation of
dendritic growth.
Juric and Tryggvason [15] have presented a front-tracking
method on a ﬁxed Cartesian grid for the simulation of dendritic
solidiﬁcation in two dimensions. The information exchange between the Eulerian and Lagrangian interface points was accomplished by applying the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) [16].
The heat conduction equation is discretized using ﬁnite differences. An iterative scheme for the interface velocity determination serving for the temperature distribution satisﬁes the
Dirichlet boundary condition at the interface. The method was extended to include advection [17] and three-dimensionality [18].
Udaykumar et al. [19] presented an approach similar to that of Juric and Tryggvason [15], however, the interface velocity was
determined directly from the Stefan condition imposing temperature at the sharp interface. Beckermann et al. [20] introduced a
diffuse interface model accounting for advection within the liquid
phase. They conducted 2-D simulations of dendritic growth of an
initially round particle with and without melt advection; the
study analyzed the tip velocities and radii upstream, downstream
and normal to the ﬂow direction. Karagadde et al. [21] presented
recently a VOF–IBM–enthalpy approach in conjunction with a 2D
simulation of dendritic growth including advection. They applied
the enthalpy method utilizing an iterative scheme to update the
liquid fraction in a cell due to the enthalpy change. Liquid cells
next to the solid ones are seeded with small amounts of solid
to initiate growth. They adopted the IBM method to solve the liquid ﬂow including a solid body. The solid phase is advected
using the VOF-technique with interface reconstruction. Level-Set
methods have been increasingly applied to several problems
involving moving boundaries [22,23] and crystallization [24,25]
exhibiting good predictive performance in returning qualitative
features of the dendrites.
The paper starts with an outline of the underlying physics and
the mathematical description of the problem considered. In Section 3, the numerical frameworks pertinent to both codes FS3D
and OpenFOAMÒ is explained. The computational models’ validation by means of an analytic solution of a one-dimensional solidiﬁcation problem as well as the results comparison with respect to
the dendrite tip velocities as predicted by the universal law of dendritic growth of Langer and Müller-Krumbhaar [26] are illustrated
in Section 4.
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2. Physical formulation
For incompressible ﬂow and constant ﬂuid properties, the
momentum equations are decoupled from the energy equation.
The problem considered is characterized by small Eckert numbers
Ec ¼ u2 =ðcp DTÞ  1 due to low velocity conditions. Here u denotes
the velocity vector, cp the speciﬁc heat capacity and T the temperature. This allows the viscous heating to be neglected with the
thermal energy equation governing the temperature ﬁeld. Since
the densities of water ql and ice qs differ only slightly, equal density q is used for both phases.
We use the index l for liquid and the index s for solid; i ¼ ðs; lÞ if
solid or liquid appear exclusively in an equation valid for both
phases. The thermal energy equation governing the dynamics of
the temperature ﬁeld reads [27]



@ðqcp;i T i Þ
þ r  qcp;i T i u ¼ r  ðki rT i Þ þ q_ 000
i ;
@t

ð1Þ

where k denotes the heat conductivity and q_ 000 is a volumetric heat
source. Eq. (1) is solved in both phases separately. The temperature
ﬁelds of solid and liquid are connected by the Stefan condition in all
interface cells. Assuming local equilibrium, it states that the latent
heat released during phase change must be conducted away from
the interface in both phases; the corresponding mathematical formulation reads





_ 00 L  cp;l  cp;s ðT m  T C Þ ¼ kl rT l  nC þ ks rT s  nC :
m

ð2Þ

Here nC is the interface normal vector, T C the interface temperature and T m the melting temperature of water. The second term
in square brackets accounts for the difference in the heat capacities of water and ice [28]. The mass ﬂux per unit area can also
_ 00 ¼ qjVC j. T C is
be expressed in terms of the interface velocity: m
the fusion temperature of water on curved interfaces. For normal
pressure and ﬂat interfaces T C is equal to Tm = 273.15 K. In contrast to supercooling, which is the driving force for dendritic
growth, the surface tension acts as a counterforce, because it reduces the local supercooling on curved interfaces. These two opposed mechanisms drive other effects like tip splitting and
sidebranching and determine consequently the crystal morphology. The relation between surface tension and melting temperature depression can be described by the Gibbs–Thomson relation
[28]

 

 
 
cp;l  cp;s T m
cj
TC
þ
þ ðT m  T C Þ ;
TC ¼ Tm 1 
T C ln
qL
L
Tm

ð3Þ

where the curvature j of the interface is deﬁned as the sum of the
reciprocals of the two main radii of curvature; c denotes the surface
tension. Hence, there are two boundary conditions at the solid–liquid interface. The ﬁrst one is a Dirichlet boundary condition and
determines the interface temperature according to the local curvature. The second one is the Stefan condition, implying the latent
heat release being transferred by conduction during phase change
into both the solid phase and the liquid phase.
3. Numerical schemes
For phase change problems, in particular water–ice systems, it
is of great importance to reproduce the morphology and especially
the curvature of the ice particle. This means that the interface between solid and liquid must be well resolved and sharp. Existing
methods for the simulation of free surfaces can be classiﬁed into
two groups [29], namely:
 Interface-tracking methods,
 Interface-capturing methods.
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Interface-tracking methods apply boundary-ﬁtted grids, while
interface-capturing methods work on a ﬁxed grid. The VOF method
[30] and the Level-Set method [31,32] are an example of the latter.
In this section, the two approaches, one using VOF, the other one
Level-Set, are presented in the context of solidiﬁcation problems.

ond-order accurate central differencing schemes. Furthermore, in
order to obtain a stable solution when phase change is involved,
we limited the time step to

3.1. Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method within the FS3D code

where amax is the maximum thermal diffusivity (either of the ﬂuid
or of the solid) and hmin the representative minimum grid spacing.
_ 000
The heat sources q_ 000
l and qs are added in the liquid phase and the
solid phase respectively; accordingly, the temperature at the time
step ðn þ 1Þ corresponding to phase i reads

In the FS3D code, the VOF method [30] is used to capture the
interface between different phases. Presently the scalar ﬁeld variable f identiﬁes the volume fraction of the solid, i.e. the ice phase
within a cell. Here, it is deﬁned as

8
in the fluid;
>
<0
f ðx; tÞ ¼ ½0; 1 at the interface;
>
:
1
in the solid:

2

Dt 6

hmin
;
2amax

T nþ1
¼ T ni þ 
i

_ 000 ¼
m

3.1.1. Thermal energy equation
As previously discussed advection phenomena are not represented in the present results and therefore are not considered in
the equation for thermal energy. According to the two-scalar approach the thermal energy equation is solved independently in
both phases [36] and thus, averaged ﬂuid properties are not
needed. The Stefan condition connects both temperature ﬁelds.
The thermal energy source is computed from Eq. (2) as the sum
of the heat ﬂuxes towards either side of the interface. Knowing it,
the mass source is extracted by division with the term in square
brackets. This means, the temperature gradients in direction of
the interface normal are needed. Hence, the Stefan condition can
be reduced to a local 1D problem:

T v ;l  T C
q_ 00l ¼ kl rTjl  nC ¼ kl
:
d

q

p;i

nþ1
ðf n Þ









r  ki ðf n ÞrT ni þ q_ 000i :

_ 000
q_ 000
s  ql


L  cp;l  cp;s ðT m  T C Þ

ð7Þ

ð4Þ

ð5Þ

The interface temperature T C is given implicitly in Eq. (3). The temperatures T v ;s and T v ;l are determined at the ﬁxed distance d from
the center of the PLIC-reconstructed interface area by a trilinear
interpolation, where d is 1.2 times the root mean square of the
cell-face lengths of the local grid cell, cp. [17,18]. A gradient of second-order accuracy is realized with the help of a second temperature at the distance 2d. The volumetric heat ﬂuxes q_ 000
are
i
obtained by multiplying the individual ﬂuxes per surface area q_ 00i
with the surface density aC , representing the ratio of surface area
to cell volume in an interface cell. The surface area is the exact value
originating from the PLIC reconstruction. The heat conduction equation is solved implicitly; the derivatives are approximated by sec-

ð8Þ

is superimposed to the VOF fraction ﬁeld f n :

f nþ1 ¼ f n þ Dt

_ 000
m

q

ð9Þ

:

The internal energy of the mass that solidiﬁes must be added to the
thermal energy of the ice phase in all interface cells. The phase
change takes place at temperature T C . Thus, in the case of freezing,
the solid temperature must be updated according to

T nþ1
:¼
s

1
f nþ1



_ 000 nþ1
_ 000
m
m
T s þ Dt
f nþ1  Dt
TC ;

q

ð10Þ

q

and in the case of melting, the liquid temperature is updated
appropriately

T nþ1
:¼
l

T C  T v ;s
;
d

Dt
ðf n Þc

The volumetric mass source obtained from the sum of the two heat
ﬂuxes

The Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) algorithm [33] is
applied to reconstruct a plane separating the two phases in the cells
comprising the interface; the plane is perpendicular to the local
interface normal vector nC representing actually the negative gradient of the volume fraction f. It is computed in a three-dimensional
case from a 27-point stencil taking into account the VOF distribution in neighboring cells pointing into the direction from the solid
to the liquid phase. With knowledge of the interface position, the
volume ﬂuxes needed for advection and for phase transition can
be calculated. Advantages of the VOF/PLIC approach are volume
conservation and the capability to track convoluted surfaces. A
drawback is that for large curvatures structures smaller than the
grid size may not be resolved [34]. The motion of the ice particle
resembles a rigid body motion as described in Rauschenberger
et al. [35]. However, the conﬁgurations considered in the present
work do not require the ﬂuid advection or motion of the solid ice
phase to be accounted for.

q_ 00s ¼ ks rTjs  nC ¼ ks

ð6Þ

1
1  f nþ1




_ 000
_ 000
m
m
T nþ1
1  f nþ1  Dt
 Dt
TC :
l

q

q

ð11Þ

3.2. Level-Set method within the OpenFOAMÒ code
The Level-Set method has been formulated and implemented
into the open source software OpenFOAMÒ in order to track the
interface between the solid and the liquid region. In the following,
an overview of the new Level-Set implementation is given. For a
detailed description we refer to Criscione et al. [37].
The basic idea behind the Level-Set method is to track implicitly
the moving boundary. Therefore, a Level-Set ﬁeld U is deﬁned in
the entire domain. The liquid and solid phases are denoted by
the points fulﬁlling the criteria U > 0 and U < 0, respectively.
The interface coincides with the iso-contour of the zero Level-Set
function U ¼ 0. Presently, a signed distance function is used for
the outer Level-Set ﬁeld [38]. A signed distance function is associated with that value of the outer Level-Set ﬁeld representing the
shortest distance to the interface. The sign denotes on which side
of the interface the certain point is located. The Level-Set equation

@U
þ VC  rU ¼ 0
@t

ð12Þ

is used to move the interface according to the interfacial velocity
VC , which depends upon the heat removal from the interface. This
velocity can be obtained from the heat balance around the interface,
Eq. (2). In order to compute VC from this equation, the temperature
at the interface T C deﬁned by Eq. (3) is calculated. Using T C , the
temperature gradient into the solid and the liquid region is determined yielding ﬁnally VC . In order to obtain the new position of
the interface for the next time step, the interfacial velocity is extended in the normal-to-interface direction within a narrow band
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around the interface. The width of the narrow-band wnb is calculated at each time step as

wnb ¼

1

jmax

ð13Þ

;

where jmax is the maximum curvature of the interface. This criterion is introduced to avoid overlapping of the normal interface
velocity extension. The extended velocity ﬁeld, Ve , is employed in
a continuing step to calculate the new interface position by solving

Unþ1 ¼ Un  Ve  rUn Dt;

ð14Þ

where the index n represents the current time step. The time step
Dt is adaptively corrected using the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
(CFL) condition with Co 6 0:5. Fig. 1 shows the extended velocity
within the narrow band. After the update of the interface position,
the Level-Set function is re-initialized by solving the equation

@U
 jrUj ¼ 1;
@s

ð15Þ

with the ﬁctitious time s. The latter equation is to be solved until a
steady-state solution is achieved. The ﬁctitious time step is deﬁned
as follows:

Ds 6

CoDx
;
maxðjVe jÞ

ð16Þ

where the Courant number is set to Co 6 0:5.
3.2.1. Thermal energy equation
The heat transfer equation (cf. Eq. (1)) neglecting advection and
the volumetric heat source is solved in the liquid region

Fig. 1. Extended velocity Ve within the narrow band.
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independently of the solution procedure for the solid region. The
computational domain is decomposed into two different sub-domains which are separated by a set of faces (ghost faces), Fig. 2.
A ﬁctitious temperature is imposed onto the ghost faces as Dirichlet boundary condition for both temperature ﬁelds, in the liquid
and in the solid phase. This ﬁctitious temperature is obtained by
a linear interpolation/extrapolation using two following interpolation points: the temperature T C at the interface corresponding to
the zero Level-Set function and the temperature value at the adjacent cell center. Imposing a ﬁctitious temperature on the ghostfaces, a kind of immersed boundary condition is imposed which
represents the inﬂuence of the moving interface on the temperature ﬁeld. This is done for both regions. The equation of thermal
energy is solved subsequently. In the last step, the two temperature ﬁelds are reassembled to obtain the solution within the whole
domain.

3.3. Main differences between Volume-of-Fluid and Level-Set
The VOF method introduces an additional variable that indicates the fraction of one of the two phases within a grid cell,
whereas the Level-Set is a signed distance function taking zero value at the location of the interface, with the sign of the Level-Set
variable denoting the appropriate phase. The Level-Set variable
varies smoothly across the interface, while VOF is discontinuous.
Both methods are capable of reproducing the interface sharply.
However, in the case of the VOF method, this is only true, if the
interface is reconstructed in a certain manner (for instance using
PLIC in the present approach). The VOF method is inherently
mass-conservative, whereas the Level-Set function must be re-initialized; the latter is presently done after every time step. Furthermore, the mass conservation issue associated with the Level-Set
method could be a problem if densities of phases were different
to a larger extent. This is, however, not the case in the present
work. Accordingly, the mass conservation issue does not impact
the Level-Set implementation. With respect to the phase change,
the main difference between the two presently employed schemes
is the advancement of the interface. The VOF variable is updated
with the mass source computed from the Stefan condition at the
interface. In contrast, the Level-Set variable is moved according
to the velocity corresponding to the ratio of the mass source to
the ice density.
For simpler geometries meshed by an orthogonal Cartesian grid
the VOF implementation is a suitable and fast tool and can be successfully used for the fundamental research involving freezing process in single droplets and interactions between a few particles.
Since drops are surrounded by air, large density gradients of the order of 1000 are encountered. For problems involving complex

Fig. 2. Illustration of ghost faces.
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geometries with curved walls, as e.g. encountered in the case of the
freezing process at an aircraft wing, the Level-Set implementation
can be appropriately applied.

Table 1
Physical properties of water at 243.15 K and ice at 263.15 K.

Water
Ice

4. VOF and Level-Set models validation
A comparative assessment of the predictive capabilities of both
models with respect to the results quality is performed by computing two generic conﬁgurations involving water freezing processes
characterized by increasing complexity of the interface shape separating two phases.

T (K)

q (kg/m3)

L (kJ/kg)

k (W/(m K))

cp (kJ/kg K)

243.15
263.15

1000.0
1000.0

333.6
–

0.4829
2.319

4.864
2.030

erf
0 < x < XðtÞ;

t>0:

Tðx; tÞ ¼ T w þ ðT m  T w Þ

erfc

4.1. One-dimensional ice layer growth

x > XðtÞ;

The models validation is performed preliminary by considering
the phase change occurring in a one-dimensional problem of pure
heat conduction for which an analytic solution is known in literature (see Carslaw and Jaeger [2]). The computational domain
accommodates a ﬂat ice front advancing in the positive x-direction
(see Fig. 3); it is bounded by a ﬂat solid wall on the left hand side
and extends to inﬁnity on the right hand side.
The problem considered is described by the heat conduction
equation reduced to the form corresponding to a one-dimensional
problem:

The transcendental equation

0 < x < XðtÞ;

x > XðtÞ;

t>0:

t>0:

@T
@2T
¼ as 2 ;
@t
@x

@T
@2T
¼ al 2 ;
@t
@x

ð17Þ

ð18Þ

where XðtÞ denotes the interface position and ai ¼ ki =ðqi cp;i Þ is the
thermal diffusivity of the respective phase. At the interface, the Stefan condition holds, see Eq. (2). The constant temperature
T C ¼ T m ¼ 273:15 K was set at the interface in its entirety (complying with a ﬂat interface), hence the terms accounting for the difference in heat capacities disappear. The density of water and ice is
assumed to be equal. Initial and boundary conditions are:

t¼0:

Tðx; 0Þ ¼ T 1 < T m ;

x¼0:

Tð0; tÞ ¼ T w < T m ;

x!1:

Xð0Þ ¼ 0;
ð19Þ

lim Tðx; tÞ ¼ T 1 ;

x!1

where T w ¼ 263:15 K and T 1 ¼ 243:15 K. The analytic solution reported in Carslaw and Jaeger [2] reads:

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
XðtÞ ¼ 2b as t

ð20Þ

Fig. 3. Computational setup of the one-dimensional freezing process governed by
heat conduction in solid and liquid phase.

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b p¼

t>0:

Tðx; tÞ ¼ T 1 þ ðT m  T 1 Þ

Sts
expðb2 Þerf ðbÞ

þ

pxﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 as t

erf ðbÞ

2

pxﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
al t

erfcðmbÞ

St l

ð21Þ


ð22Þ

ð23Þ

m expðm2 b2 ÞerfcðmbÞ

must be solved for b. Sti represents the Stefan number and m the ratio of thermal diffusivities:

Stl ¼

cp;l ðT m  T 1 Þ
;
L

St s ¼

cp;s ðT m  T w Þ
;
L

m¼

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
as
:

al

The physical properties used in both the analytical and the numerical solution are summarized in Table 1. Evaluation of Eq. (23) yields
b  0:2685.
The numerical grid utilized in the computations performed by
both codes FS3D and OpenFOAMÒ is arranged as follows: the half
region on the left-hand side, where the temperature ﬁeld exhibits
signiﬁcant changes, is meshed by an equidistant grid with the
respective grid spacing h; the value of the latter can be extracted
from Figs. 4–6. On the right-hand side the grid resolution is appropriately coarsened in a non-uniform manner implying a grid spacing increase by a constant value between two consecutive cells. In
Fig. 4, the temperature distribution for solid and liquid obtained by
using the VOF method in conjunction with the ﬁnest numerical
grid is plotted as a function of time and space. The computationally
obtained dependencies are almost coincident with the analytical
solution. The results displayed in Fig. 4 conﬁrm that the computational domain is large enough (within the entire time interval considered) to assure that the heat conducted away from the interface
in the liquid does not inﬂuence the boundary.
According to the analytical solution (Eq. (20)), the position of
the interface exhibits a square-root dependency on time. The high
growth velocity (corresponding to a steep gradient of the ice front
position) is caused by a steep temperature gradient at the initial
time instant. These gradients gradually weaken, in accordance with
a ﬂattened velocity and temperature evolution, as latent heat was
conducted into the liquid and solid phase. The solid–liquid interface position evaluated computationally by both VOF and LevelSet methods is compared with the analytical solution in Fig. 5a
and b in terms of different grid resolutions. The results obtained
clearly converge towards the analytical solution. The deviation of
the phase front position obtained by using FS3D at t = 0.5 s is
3.6% on the coarsest grid and 0.3% on the ﬁnest one. Corresponding
deviations obtained by using the OpenFOAMÒ code are 5.7% and
1.4% respectively.
Fig. 6 displays the comparison of the temperature development
as functions of the x-coordinate at three selected time instants
(t = 0.1 s, 0.3 s and 0.5 s) obtained by the VOF (FS3D code) method
using the ﬁnest grid resolution. The results obtained by using the
Level-Set (OpenFOAMÒ code) method (not shown here) follow closely the VOF ones. One can conclude that both methods are capable
to perfectly reproduce, temporally and spatially, the analytically
determined temperature evolution.
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Fig. 4. Temperature distribution as function of time and x-coordinate obtained by the present VOF method.

Fig. 5. Time dependence of the position XðtÞ of the solid–liquid front plotted for different grid resolutions compared with the analytical solution. The inset magniﬁes a section
of the plot to elucidate the convergence behavior in terms of the grid size.

4.2. Growth of a parabolic-shaped dendrite
The second conﬁguration considered in the present work represents the process of formation of a parabolic dendritic pattern. The

tip velocity and tip curvature radius of a parabolic dendrite have
been investigated experimentally by several authors in the past.
Langer and Müller-Krumbhaar [39–41] have performed a stability
analysis of dendritic growth rates and developed the so-called
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Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of the temperature ﬁeld at selected time instants t = 0.1 s, 0.3 s and 0.5 s: results correspond to the VOF (FS3D code) method.

Langer–Müller-Krumbhaar (LM-K) stability theory. They found evidence of a universal law of dendritic growth rates [4], which relates
to the dimensionless growth velocity V and the Peclet number Pe

V ¼ r Pe2 ;

ð24Þ

where Pe ¼ v t r t =ð2aÞ and r is a proportionality constant discussed
below. v t and r t denote the tip velocity and tip radius of a dendrite.
The physical properties correspond to liquid water. For isothermal,
cylindrically symmetric dendrites of paraboloidal shape, Langer
et al. [4] state that the Ivantsov solution yields an expression featuring the functional dependency between the Stefan number and the
Peclet number


St  Pe expðPeÞE1 ðPeÞ;

ð25Þ

where E1 is the exponential integral. For this relation, Langer et al.
[4] make the assumption that the capillarity length
d0 ¼ cp T m c=ðqL2 Þ, with c denoting the surface tension, is much larger than the radius of curvature r t . For the cases presented in this
work, rt is at least for a factor of 100 higher than d0 within the
whole range of supercooling DT ¼ T m  T 1 (varying between 1 K
and 30 K). The Stefan number is deﬁned as St ¼ cp DT=L. One further
dimensionless number describing this problem is

r ¼ ld0 =r2t ;

ð26Þ

where l ¼ 2a=v t is a diffusion length. To determine the tip radius, a
stability criterion

r ¼ ðkS =ð2prt ÞÞ2

ð27Þ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
is used [4], where kS ¼ 2p 2ad0 =v t denotes the Mullins and Sekerka [13] stability length. Langer and Müller-Krumbhaar [39] argue
that for r < r the tip becomes linearly unstable and for r > r
the sidebranching instability occurs causing a decrease of r. Langer
and Müller- Krumbhaar [39] found the following values and variations for r :

r ¼

0:020

0:007

0:025

0:007 ð3DÞ:

ð2DÞ;

ð28Þ

They represent the values of r at which the dendrite tip grows. This
corresponds to the tip radius r t being equal to kS . Herewith, the
determination of the growth velocity V is enabled and the tip velocity v t can be computed from

V ðStÞ ¼

d0 v t
:
2a

ð29Þ

The tip radius rt is obtained from Pe ¼ v t rt =ð2aÞ.
A schematic of the appropriate computational setup is depicted
in Fig. 7. The paraboloidal dendrite is initiated in the small region
at the lower center of the considered domain meshed by a high resolution grid with equidistantly arranged cells. This ﬁne resolution
implies the curvature radius at the tip being resolved with approximately twenty grid cells in order to assure a correct curvature
reproduction. Since the curvature radius decreases with

Fig. 7. Schematic of the computational domain (left: the OpenFoamÒ grid, right: the FS3D grid).
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Table 2
Physical properties of water and ice at 273.15 K.
T (K)
Water
Ice

273.15
273.15

q (kg/

L (kJ/
kg)

r (kg/

m3)

s2)

k (W/
(m K))

cp (kJ/
kg K)

1000.0
1000.0

333.0
–

0.028
–

0.5624
2.216

4.218
2.103
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[4–10] and work of Furukawa and Shimada [11]. Fig. 8 shows the
tip velocity v t (in m/s) over supercooling DT (in K). The solid line
represents the result obtained by applying the LM-K theory with
r ¼ 0:020. Additionally, the two dashed lines show the upper
and lower limit of the theoretical values of r , cf. Eq. (28). According to Shibkov et al. [3], certain deviations of the theoretical tip
velocity from experimental results at higher supercoolings DT
might be due to the assumption of small Peclet numbers and
non-considering the molecular attachment kinetics.
The temporal extent of the present computations corresponds
to the time instant at which the tip curvature starts to deviate from
the initially prescribed curvature as predicted by the LM-K theory
due to the non-homogeneous distribution of the temperature ﬁeld
in the near-interface region. The Level-Set simulations allow a
maximum deviation of 15% from the initial tip curvature. In
FS3D, the tip curvature is overpredicted at the beginning and varies
strongly due to the yet extreme temperature gradient at the phase
interface. Once, a smooth temperature ﬁeld has developed, the curvature decreases. The velocity of the tip is determined at the point
where the tip curvature equals the curvature of the LM-K theory.
At a supercooling of 10 K and 20 K the tip curvature converges to
5.9% and 7.2% above the LM-K curvature respectively; the tip velocity is determined at the point where this curvature is ﬁrst reached.
The tip velocity developments resulting from the present computations are depicted in Fig. 8. The computationally obtained tip velocities by using both methods (VOF and Level-Set) follow closely the
theoretical results and lie within the experimental scatter.
5. Conclusion

Fig. 8. Tip velocity development as a function of DT: comparison of the results
obtained by the VOF and Level-Set methods with available experimental data and
theory of Langer and Müller-Krumbhaar [26].

supercooling increase, the grid spacing h is different for every test
case. The height of the initial paraboloid is 0:25b. Parameter a must
be chosen in accordance with the lateral growth of the dendrite,
becoming larger for higher supercooling. The boundaries of the
computational domain comply with adiabatic conditions; the temperatures at the left, right and upper boundaries must not change
during the computation. This is the reason for choosing a somewhat larger computational domain with the dimensions corresponding to c ¼ 21b and d ¼ 10b. The computations with the
OpenFOAMÒ code and the Level-Set method have been performed
at a coarser grid in the outer domain (displayed on the left of
Fig. 7). The computations with the FS3D code applying the VOF
method beneﬁted from a certain grid coarsening in the remainder
of the computational domain arranged through non-equidistant
cells with increasing grid spacing towards the left, right and upper
boundaries (displayed on the right of Fig. 7). The dendrite has the
initial temperature T ¼ 273:15 K and the liquid temperature corresponds to that of the respective supercooling. The physical properties of water and ice where both taken at T ¼ 273:15 K, see Table 2.
The experimental results are taken from the work of Shibkov
et al. [3], who presented three result sets: own results, older data

Two computational model schemes relying on the Volume-ofFluid and Level-Set methods have been successfully applied for
investigating the solidiﬁcation of supercooled water. These
schemes have been implemented into the FS3D code and the open
source software OpenFOAMÒ, respectively. Excellent agreement
between our computations and the theoretical results of Stefan’s
planar freezing model has been demonstrated. Furthermore, the
formation of dendritic patterns has been investigated by performing two-dimensional simulations. The results of dendritic growth
exhibit excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement with the
marginal stability theory of Langer and Müller-Krumbhaar [39]
as well as with the available experiments. Hence, with these preliminary tests both codes were shown to be suited for their respective application in the fundamental research of droplet freezing
and airfoil icing as outlined in the introduction.
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